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Abstract: 

Background: Community and nosocomial MR SA infections are increasing over the world. 

Green tea extracts strongly inhibit the planktonic (PL) growth of SA. Therefore it could be 

possible to use them as a natural alternative for SA clinical control. We studied the impact of 

GTM on MR-MS SA during BF and PL lifestyle. 

Methods: GTM: 25 g of green tea (Camellia sinensis) dry and pulverized leaves were mixed 

with 100 ml methanol overnight at 4 °C. Debris were removed from solution by paper filtration 

and sterilized by 0.22 μm filtration. Natural isolations: we used 14 MR and 5 MS SA strains, also 

8 Group B Streptococcus (GBS) and 15 Enterococcus faecalis (EF) strains were used as 

controls. Muller Hinton media was used for all bacterial growth. PL lifestyle: we performed disc 

diffusion susceptibility test (DDS) for MR-MS SA, using the GTM. We used dilution testing in 

agar method for MIC 90 of SA strains (range 0.005 to 0.2 μl GTM/ml medium). Methanol was 

used as comparative control. BF lifestyle: we developed MR-MS SA BF under MIC and sub-MIC 

conditions either in 96 multiwell plate (MW) for quantification and in glass coupons (GC) for 

microscopy visualization. 

Results: The DDS for MS-MR SA strains showed a clear inhibition growth zone of 25-28 mm 

diameter, while, GBS and EF showed a narrow inhibition growth zone (≤ 9 mm diam.). MS-MR 

SA strains, presented a GTM MIC90 of 0.02 μl /ml. BF growth in MW under GTM MIC or sub-

MIC conditions increased 2 to 3 fold compared to control without GTM, this result was 

correlated with BF visualization in the glass coupons. 

Conclusions: The general effect of GTM in sessile lifestyle is to speed up or raise MR-MS SA 

BF development, this could be explained by the putative mechanism of action of polyphenols 

components of GTM, that seems to arrest cellular division and eventually this could somehow 

lead to this increase in BF formation observed either in MW or GC experiments 


